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Welcome to another issue of The Ark Alert! This term
we welcome Grace, Hana, Saleem and Gursimran to
the Alert team. Today we celebrate World Book Day!
Great reads inside
Reading is beneficial for many children and adults.
this weeks issue:
Scientific research has shown that reading can
decrease chances of depression as you're less likely to
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feel lonely as you enter the shoes of the character.
NEW WORLD- 3
Reading also helps you extend your vocabulary.
There are 5 main effects of reading:
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- Thinking stimulation
CURRENT READS - 5
- Stress reduction
- Vocabulary improvement
ARK BOOK AWARD - 6
- Analytical thinking skills
- Improve writing skills
#PickUpABook

Escapism
“People love escapism and there should be a place for it.”

You realised you weren’t at home Did that make you escape from
reality? Did it make you forget
in your comfy bed. You were
standing in the room of an eerie about everything in life and just
focus on what would happen
abandoned hospital. As the walls
next? Well, that is called
started closing in, shadows lurked
in the distance. You could hear escapism. The thousands of books
we read everyday help us escape
screams as anxious thoughts
from reality into an alternate
flooded your mind. Beads of
universe where anything is
sweat made their way down your
spine. The pounding of your heart possible. So if you ever feel bored,
read a book. Not only does it
was in sync with the water
dripping from the rusty pipes. As improve your vocab, but it takes
you to another world. Happy
they gloomy mist conquered the
book week!
room…you could tell it had
arrived.
By Wisam Eltayeb

Reading:
A whole new world.
By Grace Bradshaw
Many people see reading as a chore rather than a chance to learn
new things or discover an entirely new world.
As you open the book, full of anticipation, your mind allows you to
set the scene in desperation to flee from all the stress and worry you
go through. This can be seen as one of the many benefits of opening
a book to begin a new chapter. Whilst your eyes scroll down each
page, processing every emotion, you start to lose track of time and
everything around you becomes a fantasy, making you feel free as
you lose yourself within the pages of the book.
You might imagine you are one of the members of Gryffindor from
Harry Potter. You could be the main character of a pirate story.
Maybe even be in the middle of a crime scene in as a suspense filled
detective from An Inspector Calls. The possibilities are endless.
Your heart is racing in the agony of wanting to skip to the end. You
can’t bring yourself to do it because you know deep inside it will ruin
the experience. You enjoy being able to share the same emotions as
the character whether they’re happy or sad as it gives you a sense of
relief when you get to the last sentence. When you read you begin to
believe that anything is possible.

BOOK REVIEW
SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT

Gordon Edgley, world renowned author, dies an unexpected yet
normal death – or so it seems… Stephanie Edgley (Gordon’s
niece) finds herself in a dangerous adventure to stop the ancient
gods from legend to be revived; with a not so normal skeleton
detective as her partner in crime. The book gave an incredulous
feeling of inspiration and made me feel as if I was there watching
the whole thing take place. I liked how I was able to imagine the
fights in my scene, even though they may not have been as
detailed as could be.

I would recommend this book to people who like mystery and
crime fighting due to the suspense and mysterious vibe the
author created within it.
Due to the good vibe i got from Skullduggery, I would rate it a
4/5. However, I feel as though there could have been more
description for the characters and the fight scenes as I could
only imagine a vague image of the setting. Other than the lack of
description I would say it is a pretty good read!

By Nora Elbana

Current Reads: Top 5 Books
By

Hana

Abdelatti

For all the romcom lovers out there, You Wish by Mandy Hubbard is
one of the most hilarious romantic books and is blowing up in its fan
base. It is said to be ‘charming, heart- breaking and hilarious’.
Anyone interested in action and mystery books? Well, The Girl of Ink
Stars by Kiran Millwood Hargrave is a key to transport you right into
the research of Isabella’s missing friend. Malorie Blackman, a wonder
author herself said, ‘I love it!’

If you are looking for a bone- chilling mysterious horror book to drag
you into its plot with a gruesome hand, then Rotters by Daniel Kraus
is a great match for you. Imagine having to go to live with a father that
you have never met in your life right after losing your mum in a tragic
accident. If you want an informative book and want to leap into the
great explanations of evolution, then The Origin of Species by
Charles Darwin is a great non- fiction book for you. It allows you to
plunge into the foundation of evolutionary biology. Finally, if you have
not read The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas then you need to pay a
visit to the school library RIGHT NOW. Critiqued to be a ‘wrenching,
soul stirring, funny, endearing, painful, and frustrating familiar novel
and offers a powerful look at a few weeks in a fairly teen typical girl’s
life, with one horrific exception’- Common Sense Media. If none of
these books are your slice of cake, well there are plenty more for you
in our school library.
HAPPY WORLD BOOK DAY!!!!

Ark Book Award
Ark Book Award is back and better then ever! Over
the course of the next few months, students have
the opportunity to read and rate up to 6 books
available to them.
KS3 Recommended

KS4 Recommended
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